This note presents the first measurement of an exclusive electron neutrino cross section with the MicroBooNE experiment using data from the booster neutrino beamline at Fermilab. This measurement is made for a selection of electron neutrinos without pions in the final state, and differential cross sections are extracted in energy and angle with respect to the beam for the electron and the leading proton. The differential cross section as a function of proton energy is measured using events with protons both above and below the visibility threshold. This is done by including a separate selection of electron neutrino events without reconstructed proton candidates in addition to those with proton candidates. Results are compared to the predictions from several modern generators, and good agreement is found between data and these models. The data shows best agreement, as quantified by $p$-value, with the generators that predict a lower overall cross section, such as GENIE v3 and NuWro.
Experiments used for neutrino measurements ranging from measuring the CP phase in the neutrino sector, to addressing long standing experimental anomalies, also address broader physics goals like searching for dark matter particles in the beam, and characterizing supernova explosions [1]. In many of these searches, electron neutrino ($\nu_e$) events constitute either the signal or a dominant background to new physics. It is therefore vital to improve the modeling of $\nu_e$ interactions to enable those searches with high sensitivity. MicroBooNE has recently completed the first round of searches [2–5] for an excess of low-energy $\nu_e$ events that could explain the MiniBooNE anomaly [6], and did not observe an excess. The search for $\nu_e$ events without visible pions [3], however, found some hints of discrepancy with the nominal $\nu_e$ model. Compatibility was found to be at the 10-20% level in terms of $p$-values after systematic uncertainties are constrained with a measurement of high-statistics $\nu_\mu$ from the same beam, and a qualitative description of the phase space where the tension is larger was provided. In this note we reinterpret this result in terms of a cross section measurement, under the assumption of no new physics, with the goal of providing input to model comparisons and generator tuning.

We present a measurement of $\nu_e$ events without final-state pions, and select $\nu_e$ events both with and without visible protons. This analysis is one of the first $\nu_e$-argon cross section measurement in an exclusive final state that can begin to break the degeneracy between models and provide additional discrimination relative to previous inclusive measurements. Also, as a first $\nu_e$ cross section measurement on the Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB) [7], we provide a complementary result to previous measurements [8–10] performed on $\nu_e$ events from the NuMI beamline [11].

The MicroBooNE detector [12] is a liquid argon time projection chamber (TPC) experiment and collects data in the BNB at Fermilab. The TPC is a 2.56 m by 2.32 m by 10.36 m volume filled with 85 metric tons of liquid argon. As charged particles travel in the detector they ionize the argon, and the ionization electrons drift in the applied electric field of 273 V/cm, to be collected on three planes of wires. Each plane of wires has a different orientation (vertical, +60 degrees, -60 degrees), so that when they are read out they result in three different “views”, which can be combined into 3D images of a neutrino interaction.

The detector also contains a light collection system, consisting of 32 photomultiplier tubes with fast timing resolution, that makes it possible to select charge coincident with the beam timing. The neutrinos measured in this analysis come from the BNB. The first neutrinos produced in this beam have an average energy of about 0.8 GeV and are primarily muon neutrinos, with 0.5% electron neutrinos [13]. This analysis measures these intrinsic electron neutrinos using data collected from 2016-2018, corresponding to 6.86 × 10^20 protons on target (POT).

The neutrino flux simulation used in this analysis was developed by the MiniBooNE collaboration [13], and modified to use the position of the MicroBooNE detector which is slightly closer to the beam target than MiniBooNE. Neutrino interactions in the detector argon are simulated using v3.0.6 G18 output to model comparisons and generator tuning.

Data driven electric field maps are used to take into account distortions in the electric field from space charge [20, 21]. A modified box model is used to simulate ion recombination [22], and a time dependent simulation is used for the drift electron lifetime and wire response. Cosmic-rays are a significant background in MicroBooNE, and are incorporated in a data-driven way by overlaying a simulated neutrino interaction onto cosmic data collected during periods of time when the neutrino beam was off. This method also provides a data-driven incorporation of any detector noise.

Neutrino events are reconstructed in this analysis using the Pandora pattern recognition toolkit [23]. A set of algorithms first removes obvious crossing cosmic-rays and then selects a neutrino candidate in time with the beam. Particles are reconstructed as showers or tracks within this neutrino candidate; typically electrons and photons are shower-like, while muons, charged pions, and protons are track-like. The Pandora event reconstruction has been used for many previously published results by the MicroBooNE collaboration [3, 9, 10, 24–31]. Additional tools are used on top of the Pandora pattern recognition, particularly to enhance shower-track separation, perform track particle identification (PID) to separate protons and muons [32], and to perform electron-photon separation [3]. Track and shower energies are measured separately. Calorimetric energy reconstruction is performed for electromagnetic showers, starting with the total energy clustered in the shower ($E_{\text{shower}}$). This is corrected to account for inefficiencies in charge collection using a simulation of electrons, and with this correction the reconstructed energy is defined as $E_{\text{rec}} = E_{\text{shower}} / 0.83$. For tracks, the energy is estimated based on particle range [33]. Using simulation, the energy resolution is estimated to be 3% for protons, if their kinetic energy is greater than 50 MeV, and 12% for electrons. The absolute resolution on $\cos \theta$ is 0.01 for electrons and 0.03 for protons, where $\theta$ is the angle of the particle with respect to the beam.

We define signal events as charged current (CC) $\nu_e$ interactions, that contain an outgoing electron with kinetic energy $KE_e > 30$ MeV, no final-state neutral pions, and no final-state charged pions with $KE_{p,\pi} > 40$ MeV. Signal events are further characterized in terms of the leading proton kinetic energy. Events with visible protons ($KE_{p,\text{lead}} \geq 50$ MeV)
are defined as $1eNp0\pi$ events. Events without visible protons ($KE_{p,\text{lead}} < 50 \text{ MeV}$), or in which no proton exits the nucleus, are defined as $1e0p0\pi$ events and are required to pass additional phase space restrictions $E_\nu > 0.5 \text{ GeV}$ and $\cos \theta_\nu > 0.6$.

We perform a differential cross section measurement in four kinematic variables: the electron energy, the electron angle with respect to the beam, the leading proton energy, and the leading proton angle with respect to the beam.

All of these variables except the leading proton energy are measured for only the $1eNp0\pi$ signal. The leading proton energy is measured for both $1e0p0\pi$ and $1eNp0\pi$ events with smearing allowed between these two samples. This is the first measurement to characterize proton production in neutrino interactions across the visibility threshold. Using the MicroBooNE tune of GENIE v3 [15], $1eNp0\pi$ events are predicted to be 60% quasi-elastic (QE) neutrino interactions, 30% meson exchange current (MEC), with subdominant resonant (RES) (10%) and deep inelastic scattering (DIS) (1%) contributions; $1e0p0\pi$ events are mostly QE, with contributions from MEC and RES each at the 10-15% level. The relative abundance of the different interaction types is not flat with respect to the measured variables, which may provide some insight into the differences between models when data is compared to event generators.

Events are selected with separate criteria based on the presence or absence of candidate protons. This selection strategy is the same as [3], although a few of the requirements have been updated to optimize the selections for a cross section measurement. The main objective is to maintain sufficient $\nu_\mu$ purity for a cross section extraction while maximizing the $\nu_\tau$ efficiency across the phase space of the measurement. For both the $1eNp0\pi$ and $1e0p0\pi$ selections the largest increase in efficiency comes from a relaxed cut on the boosted decision trees (BDTs) used in the analysis. These BDTs are the same, including the training, as those used in [3]. Additionally, for the $1eNp0\pi$ selection we relax the cuts on proton vs muon particle identification, on the shower $dE/dx$, and on the shower conversion distance. For the $1e0p0\pi$ selection we add requirements to increase the purity as needed for a cross section measurement, particularly on the electron candidate $dE/dx$, and by restricting the phase space to the highest purity region with $\cos \theta_\ell > 0.6$ and $E_\ell > 0.51 \text{ GeV}$. We find that with these selections an appropriate visibility threshold for the leading proton kinetic energy is 50 MeV, which is approximately where the $1e0p0\pi$ selection efficiency turns off and the $1eNp0\pi$ efficiency turns on. Therefore, for $1eNp0\pi$ selected events we also require that the leading reconstructed proton has $KE_{p,\text{reco}} > 50 \text{ MeV}$. With the data sample used in this analysis, a total of 145.5 events are predicted in the $1eNp0\pi$ selection, with a $1e0p0\pi$ purity of 69%. We expect to select about 100 (2) true $1eNp0\pi$ ($1e0p0\pi$) events with an efficiency of 17%. The largest backgrounds to the $1eNp0\pi$ selection are events with final state $\pi^0$ ($\nu_\mu$ CC and $\nu_\mu$ CC or NC interactions), other $\nu_\mu$ CC events, and cosmic-rays. In the $1e0p0\pi$ selection about 11 (2) true $1e0p0\pi$ ($1eNp0\pi$) signal events are predicted with an efficiency of 12% and $1e0p0\pi$ purity of 65%; the total prediction is 17.6 events, and the largest background is from NC$\pi^0$ events. Using these selections we are able to select events from the subdominant (0.5%) electron neutrino component of the BNB, while removing most of the backgrounds from muon neutrinos and cosmic rays.

The prediction on the total number of selected events is subject to uncertainties from several sources. Variations in the flux prediction may come from uncertainties on the hadron production cross section and on the modeling of the beamline. These are propagated to an uncertainty on the predicted event rate by re-weighting the nominal simulation, and are found to be at the 6% level and relatively flat in terms of the variables used in the analysis. Uncertainties on the neutrino interaction model are included based on the nominal tuned GENIE v3 simulation using a re-weighting method for most of the sources and with a limited set of specific variations [15]. When computing the interaction model uncertainties the true number of signal events is not varied as it is the quantity of interest for the cross section measurement. The impact of these uncertainties is only evaluated on the efficiency and smearing, and they combine to a 4% uncertainty on the total event prediction. Uncertainties on the propagation of final state particles in the detector are assessed by varying re-interaction cross sections for charged pions and protons, again by re-weighting the nominal simulation [34]. These uncertainties are generally at the 1% level, but grow to as high as 8% at high proton energies. Uncertainties on detector modeling are assessed using dedicated samples that are produced by varying parameters related to specific detector effects to amounts compatible with estimates from MicroBooNE data. These include space charge effects, electron-ion recombination, light measurement, and wire response [35]. Overall, these effects combine to a ~5% effect but can grow to 10-20% at high electron and proton energy as well as for the $1e0p0\pi$ selection. Other subdominant uncertainties are due to the size of simulated samples, the POT measurement, and the estimate of the total number of argon nuclei in the detector. Covariance matrix formalism is used to include systematic uncertainties in the analysis, where the covariance matrix $C$ is defined as:

$$C^{\text{Syst}} = C^{\text{Flux}} + C^{\text{XS+CC}} + C^{\text{Reint+}} + C^{\text{Detector}} + C^{\text{MCstat}} + C^{\text{POT}} + C^{\text{Nuclei}}$$

$$C_{ij} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (n_i^k - n_i^{CV})(n_j^k - n_j^{CV}).$$
FIG. 1. The observed events in data compared to the MicroBooNE tune of GENIE v3 prediction from simulation. The selection used is reported in each frame. The $1\nu Np0\pi$ selection is used for (a), (b), (c). The $1\nu Xp0\pi = (1\nu 0p0\pi \text{ OR } 1\nu Np0\pi)$ selection is used for (d), where events selected with the $1\nu 0p0\pi$ selection populate the leftmost bin and events from the $1\nu Np0\pi$ selection populate the other bins.

Here the covariance matrix is written in terms of bin indices $i$ and $j$, and constructed as a sum over systematic variations $k$ up until the total number of systematic variations $N$, with the central value bin content defined as $n_{CV}^{i}$ and the content of bin $i$ in variation $k$ defined as $n_{k}^{i}$. Finally, statistical uncertainties from the data measurement are also included as

$$C^{Tot} = C^{Syst} + C^{DataStat},$$

where $C^{DataStat}$ is diagonal with elements corresponding to the Poisson variance in each bin. Statistical uncertainties in the data are the leading source of uncertainty in this measurement.

The observed distributions for the four variables considered in this analysis are shown in Fig. 1, where the data is overlaid on top of the nominal simulation based on the tuned version of GENIE v3 [15]. The simulation tends to over-predict the data, especially at forward angles with respect to the beam and at intermediate energies. These are similar observations to those presented in [3].

In order to extract the cross section from the observed number of events we first define a response matrix, which maps the generated signal events in the true variable space to the observed signal events after selection in the reconstructed space. The off-diagonal elements of the response matrix define the amount of smearing between true
and reconstructed bins. Both 1e0p0π and 1eNp0π events are included in the response matrix for the proton energy, with 1e0p0π events in a single bin and 1eNp0π events in the other bins. This means that smearing is included between these selections through the off-diagonal elements. Due to the limited size of the selected data sample the bin width is typically larger than the resolution on the measured variables so the fraction of events along the diagonal is >70% across all variables, and >90% for electron angle. A differential cross-section measurement in the true space bin $i$ for the variable $x$ measured in reconstructed space bin $j$ can be defined by the following equation:

$$\frac{d\sigma}{dx} <_{i} = \sum_{j} R^{-1}_{ij} (N_{j} - B_{j}) \frac{N_{\text{target}} \times \phi \times (\Delta x)_{i}}{N_{\text{target}} \times \phi \times (\Delta x)_{j}},$$

where $R$ is the response matrix, $N$ is the number of data events, $B$ is the number of background events, $N_{\text{target}}$ is the number of nucleons, and $\phi$ is the integrated electron neutrino flux. The inversion of the response matrix may lead to instabilities in the cross section results, so we extract the cross section using an unfolding procedure based on the D’Agostini method [36] with three iterations. This number of iterations is found to give results that are stable and with limited bin-to-bin fluctuations. In the cross section extraction, we use a number of nucleons equal to 4.3912 × 10^{31}, and a POT-integrated BNB $\nu_e$ flux of 2.73 × 10^{9} cm^{-2}, which is taken to be the reference flux [37] of the measurement and used as a constant value. As described in a previous MicroBooNE publication [38], this method allows for a more consistent treatment of flux uncertainties.

The resulting cross sections are presented in Fig. 2, where they are compared to a number of modern generators: our nominal tune based on GENIE v3.0.6 [15], GENIE v3.0.6 G18_10a_02_11a [14], GENIE v2.12.2 [39, 40], NuWro 19.02.1 [41, 42], and NEUT v5.4.0 [43, 44]. These generators have different initial state nuclear models (Genie v2 uses a relativistic Fermi gas, while the others use a local Fermi gas), quasi-elastic models (Genie v3 and NEUT use Valencia [45–47], Genie v2 and NuWRO use Llwellyn Smith [48]), and MEC models (Genie v2 uses an empirical model, and the others the Valencia model). Details about the models used in these generators and a more complete description of their differences can be found in other MicroBooNE publications [10, 25, 26] and a summary table presented in [49]. We assess the agreement with these generators by computing $\chi^2$ values and the $p$-values corresponding to the upper tail of the cumulative distribution for the $\chi^2$ per degrees of freedom. While all generators are in reasonable agreement with the data, the level of agreement differs depending on the generator and the variable. The data indicate a preference for GENIE v3 and NuWro, both of which have a smaller overall prediction. Compared to the plain GENIE v3, the MicroBooNE tune enhances the QE and MEC components and tends to over-predict, especially at intermediate energies. The lowest $p$-values are obtained for NEUT, which predicts the largest overall cross section, especially at forward proton angles, and GENIE v2, which has the largest prediction for 1e0p0π events, partly due to its empirical MEC model [50] with no Pauli blocking. The low observed $p$-values for all generators in the leading proton variable may be affected by a statistical fluctuation inducing migration of data events between the second and third bins.

In summary, this note presents the first differential $\nu_e$-argon cross section measurement without pions in the final state in electron angle and energy as well as leading proton angle and energy, where the proton energy is characterized both above and below the visibility threshold. The findings are typically in agreement with predictions from modern generators, except for tension in the proton angle, with an overall preference for those with lower total cross section. These results may provide input for further tuning of generators, which can potentially improve the $\nu_e$ prediction for future new physics searches in MicroBooNE, SBN [51], and DUNE [52]. While this result is statistically limited, an approximately equivalent data set from later run periods remains to be analyzed and can be used, in addition to possible reconstruction and selection improvements, for future cross section analyses.
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FIG. 2. Unfolded data differential cross section results and comparison with predictions from different generators. The signal definition is reported for each frame: $1eNp0\pi$ is used for (a), (b), (c), and the right frame of (d), while $1e0p0\pi$ with additional phase space restriction is used for the left frame of (d). Compatibility is evaluated in terms of $p$-values, and reported in the legend.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Material

1. Proton Threshold

The choice of the proton threshold at 50 MeV is motivated by Fig. 3, where we show the expected number of selected signal events as a function of the true leading proton kinetic energy for the $1e0p0\pi$ and $1eNp0\pi$ selections. The choice of 50 MeV corresponds to the energy where the two curves intersect, so below (above) this value most events are selected with the $1e0p0\pi$ ($1eNp0\pi$) selection.
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**FIG. 3.** Expected number of signal events for $6.86 \times 10^{20}$ POT as a function of the leading proton kinetic energy, for the $1e0p0\pi$ and $1eNp0\pi$ selections.
2. Additional plots

The BDT score used to select electron neutrinos at the stage before the BDT cut is made is shown in Fig. 4.

![BDT Score](image)

**FIG. 4.** BDT score used to select electron neutrinos at an intermediate selection stage, referred to as the "Loose Cuts". The BDT training in this figure comes from [3].

The systematic uncertainties on the selected electron neutrino events are shown in bins of electron angle relative to the neutrino beam in Fig. 5.
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**FIG. 5.** Systematic uncertainty breakdown on the number of predicted events in bins of electron angle relative to the neutrino beam.

The response matrix from true electron angle to reconstructed electron angle is shown in Fig. 6.
FIG. 6. Response matrix in electron angle relative to the neutrino beam.